
REDUCED COST & RAPID 
DEVELOPMENT

CONTENT FREEDOM

CROSS-PLATFORM MULTIPLAYERAWARD-WINNING
Allow users to simultaneously interact in your XR 

presentation from anywhere, on any device, including 
PC, mobile, tablet, virtual reality and augmented realityXplorer harnesses the value of your models, 

your expertise, and your content and 

enables anyone to develop immersive 

AR/VR training and visualization. With 

multiplayer capabilities across any platform 

type, connect with teams globally by 

leveraging Xplorer’s intuitive features. 

Create engaging, interactive virtual learning 

presentations and product visualizations, 

used by leading enterprises, manufacturers, 

and OEMs worldwide. 

Xplorer significantly reduces costs and deployment time 
throughout the entire development and training phase of a 
product, and ensures safe training around potential hazards

Allow us to create your lesson for you, or easily create 
your own. Import your own digital assets, and update 
and add new content to your library as your business, 

products, and processes grow and change

XR TRAINING & 
VISUALIZATION
BUILD IT.  OWN IT.  MANAGE IT.

In just minutes, you can turn your digital 
assets into interactive and highly engaging 

XR experiences that can be shared 
simultaneously on PC, mobile, VR, and AR!



WHY OUR CLIENTS ARE 
CHOOSING XPLORER

TRY IT NOW

+902 466 6564 info@modesttree.com www.modesttree.com

6300 Lady Hammond Road, Suite 100, Halifax, NS, B3K 2R6, Canada

REUSABLE, ADAPTABLE, 
SCALABLE CONTENT

SECURE CONTENT HOSTING

Visit www.xplorer.studio

DRAMATICALLY REDUCED 
COST & RAPID DEVELOPMENT

MULTI-DEVICE, MULTIPLAYER 
COMPATIBILITY

IMMERSIVE TRAINING APPLICATIONS
Enhance knowledge retention, and engage learners safely 
and effectively with training on internal parts, complex 
systems, and emergency situations, without risk to your 
assets or personnel. Develop self-paced, or instructor-led 
courses in a collaborative, immersive environment for use 
on any platform

PRODUCT VISUALIZATIONS
Engage sales and marketing prospects with remote sales 
presentations, virtual showroom tours, and interactive XR 
product showcases at trade shows. Let users interact with 
your products hands-on, virtually

THE LEADING SOFTWARE FOR RAPIDLY CREATING 
IMMERSIVE CONTENT. OUR PLATFORM. YOUR WAY. 

Download for


